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The detailed process of the optimization of the first principles molecular dynamics (MD) code CPMD used in the project is
given. The performance of our tuned code is examined for ambient water that is one of key materials of the solution sciences. We
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1. Code optimization
Our project named "First principles Molecular Dynamics
Simulations of Solution" actually started from February
2003. Thus, in this report we mainly give the detailed process
of the code optimization to which we have been devoted for
almost two months since the project was initiated.
The Car-Parrinello Molecular Dynamics (CPMD) code
uses plane-waves as basis functions for describing electronic
orbitals and the code itself is constructed by employing
LAPACK and BLAS libraries as the ingredients. Thus, the
high computational cost is paid for some BLAS routines and
parallel FFT. It is known that a primary routine is normally
parallel FFT for the simulations of about 200 atoms which
can be now performed routinely on usual supercomputers.
On the contrary, it turns out that for large scale simulations
of about 1000 atoms about 70 % of the computational cost is
spent for one of the BLAS routine DGEMM used frequently,
e.g., for orthogonalizing the orbitals. This is partly due to the
change of the inter-node parallelization from MPI to
OpenMP. A typical subroutine call of DGEMM is written as

Fig. 1 The original DGEMM routine used, e.g., for orthogonalizing
electronic orbitals.

CALL DGEMM('N','N', 2*NGW,NSTATE,NSTATE ,
-1.0D0,A,2*NGW,B,NSTATE,1.0D0, C, 2*NGW). (1)
The corresponding lines in the original DGEMM is shown
in Fig. 1. Here, K=N=NSTATE and M=2*NGW. The number of NSTATE and NGW changes depending on both the
number of atoms contained in your system and the number of
nodes you use. However, the number of NSTATE typically
ranges from ~10 to ~100 while that of NGW ranges from
~10000 to ~100000. Considering these typical numbers, we
modified the DGEMM as sketched in Fig. 2; The most outerloop is parallelized with OpenMP and the unrolling of the

Fig. 2 A part of modified DGEMM corresponding to the lines shown in
Fig. 1 (BETA

ZERO).

intermediate loop is done explicitly. After the modification
77.62 % of the peak performance is obtained for the routines
concerned. As the overall performance we achieve the vector
operation ratio 99.31 % and the parallelization ratio 99.8835
% satisfying the requirement of using up to 32 nodes.
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2. Performance
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Ambient water is, needless to say, one of the key materials in the science of solution. To date we have used a model
consisting of 32 or 64 water molecules in periodically replicated cubic cell of the side of about 10 Å for first principles
MD simulations of ambient water. Here, we examine to what
extent we can actually increase the system size and how
much computation time is required in reality to carry out the
simulations of such a large system. Figure 3 shows a summary of elapsed time per MD step for 128, 256, and 512
water molecules on the Earth Simulator. Although we are
able to perform the simulations of 512 water molecules
when more than 16 nodes are available, necessary computation time is still well out of reach even using 32 nodes to
observe fast relaxation processes of the rate of ~10 ps occurring in solution. We, therefore, conclude that at present the
first principles molecular dynamics simulations of the
system of up to about 1000 atoms are feasible routinely
using 32 nodes. Even though such a system is not large
enough to model multi-component solvents, we are capable
of studying fundamental processes of chemical reactions
occurring in, for instance, aqueous solutions. Thus, our project is now going along this line.
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Fig. 3 Elapsed time per MD step as a function of the number of nodes
for ambient water. The electronic structure was obtained using
the plane-wave pseudopotential approach to density functional
theory in the Perdew-Burke-Ernzerhof approximation. The
valence-core interaction was described by the Troullier-Martins
and the Car-von Barth pseudopotentials for oxygen and hydrogen, respectively. The valence orbitals were expanded in plane
waves with an energy cutoff of 70 Ry.
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